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C3DPO: CANONICAL 3D POSE NETWORKS FOR NON-RIGID STRUCTURE FROM MOTION

Input: A dataset of images annotated with 2D keypoints

Output: Lifting of 2D keypoints to 3D

... A.K.A. Non-rigid Structure From Motion

Weakly supervised learning of 3D geometry of non-rigid categories

C3DPO: Deep viewpoint / shape factorization network
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=> low number of basis shapes prevents a trivial solution
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Training set: Face keypoints Effects of the basis size
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C3DPO monocular reconstruction

Shape basis size

Shape =  ... how to model shape rotation?R⟨α, B⟩

Viewpoint / shape ambiguity

Rotated shape = R⟨α, B⟩ Rotated shape = R⟨α, B⟩

Shape coefficients α Shape coefficients α

Camera viewpoint R Camera viewpoint R

Option 2: Static camera & alter shape coefficientsOption 1: Rotate camera & static shape coefficients

Shape rotation represented as a change of viewpoint Shape rotation represented as a deformation

=> prevented with Canonicalization

Canonicalization

"canonicalization" branch

"factorization" branch ... factorizes keypoints to viewpoint and shape

... resolves viewpoint / shape ambiguity
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Canonicalization loss
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Theoretical analysis of canonicalization

Experiments
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If minimized  transversal⟹ 𝒳

1. Predict canonical shape  
2. Randomly rotate by  
3. Pass to  
4. Minimise 
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Ideal case 
- intersects each eq. class once 
- each equivalence class = 

transversal set 
- intersection = canonical element 
-  forms a transversal𝒳

Viewpoint / shape ambiguity 
- multiple intersections

Pair of 
canonical 

shapes related 
by rotation

Space of all 3D shapes

R

Space of canonical shapes 
= network outputs 

𝒳 = {X |X = ⟨α, B⟩}
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 ... an auxiliary canonicalization net 
 - trained along with factorization net

Ψ

Canonicalization enforces 
transversality of  𝒳
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Human3.6m

Conclusions 
- one of the first deep methods for NRSfM 
- main contribution: Canonicalization 
- SOTA performance on Up3D and Pascal3D
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